2023 BIRSA\nMA EXPLORATION PROJECT

DIG WITH US IN ISRAEL'S ANCIENT SOUTHERN DESERT

MAY 28 - JUNE 23

Join us this summer as we embark on a two-fold exploration of the site of Birsama in the northern Negev Desert, Israel. Activities will include excavating a Roman fort and its associated settlement and conducting a walking survey of the surrounding area.

Participants will stay at the nearby Kibbutz Gvulot, equipped with modern amenities and a really nice pool.

Excavate…

a Roman fort and its town. Participants will learn the tools of the trade as they uncover Birsama’s ancient past.

Survey…

the surrounding area. Explore the surface remains of the site while learning how to conduct a walking survey.

Travel…

through Israel, seeing some of the country’s famous sites. Weekend excursions to Caesarea Maritima, Jerusalem, and more will be organized by staff.

APPLY AT

birsama.com

CONTACT US

Dr. Alexandra Ratzlaff, Project Director … ratzlaff@brandeis.edu

Erin Brantmayer, Director of Technology … ebrantmayer@utexas.edu